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PROTECT EURO Pallet Shipper 172 - 495 l
Modular Euro pallet transport system
The fully qualifi ed Pallet Shipper in its basic confi guration of 1200 x 800 
mm offers suffi cient space to safely transport large quantities of your 
temperature-sensitive products in the following temperature ranges:

PROTECT  Ambient  (+15°C to +25°C)

PROTECT  Cool  (+2°C to +8°C)

PROTECT  Frozen  (< -20°C)

The pallet box can be expanded modularly using up to two additional 
stacking frames. This means the box can be made larger according to 
your requirements and can be easily and quickly put together by just one 
person.

The stacking frame is delivered in the base of the box (1 set). This 
means that you save on costs for logistics and storage when purchasing 
the box.

Test scenario: Summer profile 120 hours
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Transport Simulation Summer 120 Hours

PROTECT Euro Pallet Shipper (333 l) loaded
24 x ICECATCH® Solid Insulated 1100g Cool

(pre-conditioned for min. 72 hrs. at ca. -20°C)
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PROTECT Euro Pallet Shipper 172 - 495l

1. Delivery & Storage
The qualifi ed PROTECT pallet box consists of a base, a stacking frame 
and a lid. The system packing components are delivered hygienically 
sealed, dismantled and stacked inside each other on a pallet. This 
makes compact transport and storage possible.

The advantages of the PROTECT Euro Pallet Shipper:

* Qualifi ed solution for transporting products for up to 120 hours

* Can be expanded in modules

* Secure packaging for transporting your temperature-
sensitive products in the temperature ranges of
+2°C to +8°C, +15°C to +25°C and < -20°C

* Can be easily assembled by one person

* Compact for transport and storage

* Can be used over and over again

* Available in EPS or Neopor

3. Adding Cool Bricks
Like all PROTECT packaging solutions, PROTECT Euro Pallet Shipper can 
be equipped with the exactly the right number of cool bricks to meet your 
temperature needs.

Slots in the sides of the stacking frames allow as many cool bricks as 
needed to be quickly and easily fi tted into clearly defi ned positions, even 
if the PROTECT Euro Pallet Shipper has already been fi lled with product.

PROTECT  Ambient (+15°C to +25°C): ICECATCH® Solid Ambient 800 g

PROTECT  Cool (+2°C to +8°C): ICECATCH® Solid Insulated Cool 1100 g

PROTECT  Frozen (< -20°C): ICECATCH® Solid Frozen (or dry ice)

2. Assembly & Expansion
The pallet box can be assembled in no time at all by one person using 
the L-shaped frame elements. The base plate can be expanded to the 
shipping volume you need by adding a maximum of two stacking frames. 

The useable interior volume of the PROTECT Euro Pallet Shipper is:

 Useable interior volume (L x W x H) in mm  Outer dimensions

base incl. lid:  172 l ................960 x 560 x 320 ....1170 x 770 x 495

+ 1 stacking frames:  333 l ................960 x 560 x 620 ....1170 x 770 x 795

+ 2 stacking frames:  495 l ................960 x 560 x 920 ..1170 x 770 x 1095
Dimensions in mm


